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1 Executive summary

The CloudButton website has been designed, developed and populated with initial content. The website was launched in January 2019 and can be found at http://cloudbutton.eu

Key features of the website are:

- Responsive web design. The website will dynamically adjust to the device of the viewer.

- The Homepage showcases the project objectives, latest news and events, deliverables and other outcomes of the project.

- Project information including use cases and partners.

- Links to the CloudButton Social Media pages

The website will continue to be maintained and updated as the project progresses. The project social media presence will be further developed by updates, interactions and community building activities.
2 Introduction
The project public website is part of the management and dissemination strategy of the CloudButton project. It serves as a first source of information to the general public, particularly with regards to activities, news and public project results. In addition, it aims to attract potential collaborators to the project.

The website implemented and described below is the initial version of the site that will be further maintained and updated with new information and functionalities as the project advances.

3 CloudButton website
The CloudButton website is available at http://cloudbutton.eu and http://www.cloudbutton.eu and is hosted at Universitat Rovira i Virgili (URV). The website was designed and developed with the following requirements:

- Attractive and functional design: to achieve an effective dissemination of the latest project news, events and results available.
- Responsive web design: the layout changes based on the size and capabilities of the device (phone, tablet, desktop computer, ...).
- Simple management tool: the maintenance must be easy and fast.

3.1 Website management tool
The CloudButton website was built using Jekyll\(^1\), a static-site generator that provides some of the benefits of a Content Management System (CMS) while avoiding the performance and security issues introduced by such database-driven sites.

A Jekyll webpage content can be maintained using lightweight text editors instead of web forms. Additionally, Jekyll allows us to use version control to track changes to the website. Jekyll is written in Ruby and it is distributed under the open source MIT license.

3.2 Website structure
The Website has been structured using a single page design that provides a quick and easy navigation to all the information about the project. The primary navigation of the site will be via the menu located at the top. Specifically, the Website (Fig. 1) is divided into several sections, including:

- Objectives: This provides a basic overview of the project objectives.
- Project News: News and events concerning the CloudButton Project. This section will be periodically updated.
- Use cases: This contains information about the 3 use cases of the project: genomics, metabolomics and geospatial data.
- Results: A list of all public deliverables and peer reviewed publications specifically related to the project. As the project advances, this section will include links to data sets, prototypes and other project outcomes.
- Project Partners: A list of all CloudButton Partners, including their logos and links to their institutional websites.
- Footer: This section includes contact details, links to social media, and the acknowledgement to the EU H2020 programme.

The website uses a fully responsive Bootstrap\(^2\) template that allows it to dynamically adjust to different sizes of device (Fig. 2). This template also supports responsive, full screen modal windows that are used to expand news or show more details about the use cases.

\(^1\)https://jekyllrb.com/
\(^2\)https://getbootstrap.com/
4 Social media

The website includes links to CloudButton social media accounts (Twitter, YouTube). The CloudButton consortium will use Twitter as its main social media platform for the project. At the same time the website was launched, we also created the Twitter account @cloudbutton2020 (Fig. 3) to disseminate
information about project activities. Both the website and the Twitter account will be used for the public communication of all project activities and events.

The Consortium will also use the CloudButton YouTube channel to share promotional videos that disseminate the achievements of the project.

Figure 2: CloudButton website (with the navigation bar unfolded) as seen on small screen devices.

Figure 3: CloudButton Twitter account.
5 Conclusions
This deliverable presents the CloudButton public website. The objective of the website is to inform the general public about CloudButton and its achievements, as well as to attract potential collaborators to the project.

The success of a project such as CloudButton depends on efficient communication and coordination, and the public site is an essential tool to achieve this goal. The site provides public information, news, events and deliverables. It will be promoted through social media and during conferences and events where partners present the project.

The .eu domain name of cloudbutton.eu has been registered for the site. The website will be continuously updated, adjusted and improved.